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€790,000 Penthouse - For sale

Excellent penthouse for sale with a private 145 m² terrace in Portonovo,
Pontevedra
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OVERVIEW

Amazing penthouse for sale in the area of Portonovo,
Galicia with a unique layout, fabulous sea and mountain
views, located just a few metres from Canelas Beach.
This fantastic penthouse with a private U-shaped 145 m² terrace overlooking the sea
located in the area of Portonovo, is a unique piece in the area.
The building dates back to 2008, with good quality finishes and materials and a good
residential location just metres from the beautiful white sandy beach of Canelas.
It benefits from a good orientation with its private U-shaped terrace offers stunning
views of Silgar, Areas, Caneliñas and Canelas beach, not to mention natural light from
the morning time throughout the day as well the beautiful sunsets.
As you enter the penthouse you are welcomed by an entrance hall, which gives access
to all the areas. You have the kitchen equipped with good quality appliances. The
open layout dining and living room with direct access to the private U-shaped
terrace. The terrace has solid Iroko wood decking, an outdoor jacuzzi for three
people, a stainless steel barbecue, outdoor shower, stone planters with varied
vegetation and automatic irrigation, and a stainless steel pergola with glazed roof
and bright Markilux motorised awnings and taut canvas to cover an area of about 50
m². Not to mention the stunning views. The outdoor furniture is by Gandía Blasco with
white nautical leather.

lucasfox.com/go/vig21928
Mountain views, Sea views, Terrace, Jacuzzi,
Private garage, Lift, Natural light,
Wooden flooring, Parking, Air conditioning,
Alarm, Balcony, Barbecue,
Built-in wardrobes, Central vacuum system,
Chill out area, Double glazing,
Equipped Kitchen, Exterior, Heating,
Pet-friendly, Storage room,
Transport nearby, Views, Wheelchair access

In the sleeping area, you will find two double size bedrooms and one ensuite fully
furnished and prepared with brand new with top quality materials and very carefully
design.
The property also comes with two parking spaces with two storage areas of 25 m²,
being able to accommodate up to four cars.
This property would be suitable for a family or couple looking to enjoy summer
holidays in this area or for investors to rent it out as a tourist apartment throughout
the high season as it is one of the most sought-after summer getaways in Galicia.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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